Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U9s

Session 1: Dribbling 1

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Activity 1

DRIBBLE TAG: (10-15min)
One player gets a 2 yard
head start from other
player. Lead player dribbles
in square while following
player also dribbles but
tries to tag the lead player.
Once the player is tagged
switch rolls.

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

1v1 (15-20min)
Kids play 1v1 toward cones
that are about 15 yards
apart.
No guarding of cone
Click to insert session diagram

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper
(20-25min)

-Quick first step
-Appropriate distance to push ball
out
-Different parts of the foot

Progression:
Add cones as obstacles

Discover Questions:
-What worked to not get tagged?
_What worked to get yourself close
to tag?

-Head up
-Plan ahead and anticipate
-Awareness
-Slow and speed up to navigate
-Proper touch (distance from body) around other players.
-Keep the ball under control
Progression:
-Keep score giving a point to the
team that gets all the players across Discovery Question:
and stops the ball
-When did you have to slow down?
-Specify type of dribbling.
Speed up?
-Once they hit the other line they
-What did you need to do when
must immediately turn and go back other people were close to you?
to the original line.
-Add cones as obstacles

Keep ball close
-Balance during contact
-Proper use of long and short
dribbling

-Use all parts of your foot
-Keep head up so you can see the
cone

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points

Discovery Question:
Progression
-How did you protect the ball?
-Move cones further away or closer -When did you use long dribbles?
-Tell kids they can go to either cone short dribbles?

Click to insert session diagram

Interactive Forms created by www.academysoccercoach.com

Print Form

Key Coaching Points

-See ball through bottom of eyes
-Keep ball rolling
-Use foot brake
-Creativity

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

CROSS THE SQUARE
(10-15min)
Make a square and have
equal players on all four
sides. Give each side a
number or name. Call out
one or more numbers and
have groups dribble to
other side.

Objectives

COACHING REMINDER:
Soccer is a player focused thinking
game . Developing the thinking
player at this age is important.
HOMEWORK:
Take 4 dribbles in a straight line
and the 5 dribble you must change
direction. 20 times
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